Call for Papers (Spring 2019)

*Exchanges: The Interdisciplinary Research Journal*

*Exchanges* is the peer-reviewed, scholar-led, open access, interdisciplinary, international research journal which champions publications from early career researchers. The title, published by the **Institute of Advanced Study (IAS), University of Warwick** in association with their global research partners, has a rich heritage of fostering new voices and emerging domain experts within all academic disciplines. Hence, we welcome high-quality contributions from researchers working in all fields; especially first-time and early career authors or any scholars developing interdisciplinary research.

**Formats**

*Exchanges* publishes a content in a variety of formats, which primarily includes:

- **Research articles**: The outcomes, application or impacts of original, unpublished research (4,000-6,000 words).
- **Review articles**: Summaries concerning the current state of understanding on topics, highlighting key papers and authors (3,000-5,000 words).
- **Conversations**: Dialogues with significant research figures, focusing on interdisciplinary contributions (3,000-5,000 words).
- **Critical Reflections**: Focussed appraisals concerning emerging research areas, key events or crucial new texts (1,000-3,000 words).

**Themed Section (Spring 2019)**

For the Spring 2019 edition, *Exchanges* particularly welcomes article submissions which will contribute to a themed section on **Division or Unification**, drawing on research from any disciplinary heritage, framework or methodological approach.

Division can arguably be conceptualised as separation from the whole, along with the creation of tensions, contrasts or outright oppositions. Unification meanwhile represents the inverse; the amalgamation of separate parts into a singular entity. *Exchanges* wants to hear from authors tackling research which address either or both concepts, potentially answering questions including:

- Is there always strength in numbers, or does individualism propagate a greater resiliency?
- Does unity necessarily equate to an increased homogeneity, or does a greater nuance exist within the complexity of disaggregated masses?
- Does separation from the whole enfeeble, enclose and exclude or does it celebrate, cherish and champion?

Submissions engaging with non-themed topics, are also warmly invited.

---

*Exchanges: CFP Spring 2019*
Submissions

Article submissions should be made via our online platform, and conform to our submission guidelines. Authors are advised to consult our author and style guidance before submission for further guidance on the style and tone expected of articles within Exchanges, along with a clearer idea of our diverse readership.

The deadline for submissions is Friday 2nd November 2018.

Further Information

Please contact the Senior Editor (exchangesjournal@warwick.ac.uk) or Editorial Board member to discuss potential submissions, or to seek further guidance on submissions.